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parliament. Schleicher rejoiced to know that the youth of the
nation were enrolled in formations where they learned "to conquer
the pigdogs inside Germany," He adopted the full National
Socialist programme of re-armament and defiance in words that
raised a storm of protest in France. The education minister fore-
shadowed a complete reform of the educational system which
would regard the ideal of education to be not the training of the
mind or even the development of the acquisitive faculty., but the
impression on the child of the necessity of service, responsibility,
and sacrifice in its relation to the community, the ideal of the
Storm Trooper, and on the eve of the poll the chancellor himself
indulged in windy rhetoric on the aims of his "mission," conclud-
ing with the reflection that the "German nation had long ago
perceived that the Weimar structure was completely unsuited to
the proper development of its powers."
The purpose of the manifestoes was too obvious. The identity
of the presidial regime with the aims of National Socialism was
almost formally proclaimed and the willingness of the government
to admit it to its rightful share as leading member of the national
front in the government made patent. The declarations were so
interpreted by all shades of opinion. The outcome of the elections
it was confidently anticipated would be the formation of a new
government of national concentration, and nobody anticipated it
more confidently than Hitler, who had refused to compromise his
exalted status by becoming a candidate, but had been by far the
party's most energetic propagandist, For him election day was
decisive. Would the fifty-one per cent be reached ?
The intensity of the struggle., the deep seriousness with which
the German nation realized that it was approaching a tremendous
moral crisis in its history that was far more serious than any
economic crisis, is seen in the fact that no less than 84 per cent
of the electorate went to the poll, the highest poll under the
Republic and exceeded only by the dragooned voters under the
present regime. The only issue was whether the Right parties—
the reconstitution of the Harzburg front was taken for granted by
the democrats—would get their majority and so have no need to
be unconstitutional. They nearly got it, but fcot quite.

